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Abstract� We consider the iterative solution of systems of equations arising from discretizations
of the non�linear Euler equations governing compressible �ow� The di�erential equation is discretized
on a structured grid� and the steady state solution is computed by a time�marching method�

A convergence acceleration technique based on semicirculant approximations of the di�erence
operator or the Jacobian is used� Implementation issues and variants of the scheme allowing for a
reduction of the arithmetic complexity and memory requirement are discussed� The technique can be
combined with a variety of iterative solvers� but we focus on non�linear explicit Runge�Kutta time�
integration schemes� The results show that the single�stage forward Euler method can be used� and
the time step is not limited by a CFL�criterion� Instead it can be chosen as a constant� independent
of the number of grid points� This results in that the arithmetic work required for computing the
solution is equivalent to the work required for a �xed number of residual evaluations�

Two major advantages of the semicirculant convergence acceleration technique is that it contains
few tunable parameters� and that it is robust with respect to the amount of arti�cial viscosity used
in the discretization�
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�� Introduction� We consider a convergence acceleration technique� based on
semicirculant approximations� for the solution of systems of equations arising from
systems of non�linear PDE�

R�v� � A�v� � g � �������

Here� v is the vector of unknown functions� g is the vector of forcing functions� and
A is a �rst�order non�linear di	erential operator given by

A�v� �
dX

���

�

�x�
f��v�����
�

or equivalently

A�v� �
dX

���

A��v�
�v

�x�
� where A� �

�f�
�v

������

Both forms ���
� and ����� may be used in computations� For example� the conserva�
tive form ���
� is normally used for compressible �ow applications where the solution
contains shocks� while the non�conservative form ����� is often employed for prob�
lems describing incompressible �ows� Convergence acceleration using semicirculant
approximations is applicable for both formulation ���
� and ������

We assume that the domain and boundary conditions are given such that the PDE
problem is well�posed� We also assume that the matrices A��v� have real eigenvalues�
implying that ����� is the steady state version of a time�dependent hyperbolic system
of PDE�

�v

�t
R�v� � �������
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Problems of this type are encountered in many �elds of industry and science�
One application problem� studied in some detail later� is the Euler equations for
compressible� isentropic �ow� The solution schemes described in this paper may also
be useful for other problems of wave�propagation or convection type where the steady
state solution exists and is of interest� Such problems are found� e�g�� in settings where
�ow� and electromagnetic properties interact�

We consider discretizations on structured grids� For reasons of simplicity� memory
requirement� serial e�ciency� and parallelization properties� such discretizations are
used in many codes in industry� Here� complex geometries are treated using multi�
block grids� where the component grids are structured� In Section �� we present
numerical experiments for the non�linear Euler equations in two space dimensions
discretized on a single block grid� The extensions to multi�block grids and three space
dimension is brie�y discussed in Section ��

�� Iterative methods� When the spatial derivatives in ����� are discretized�
this results resulting in a large system of non�linear equations for the vector v��
representing the steady state solution�

R�v�� � �� or B�v��v� � g��
���

Here� R�v� denotes the discretized residual� and B�v� is the corresponding non�linear
di	erence operator� Using the same spatial discretization for the time�dependent
problem ����� results in a large system of non�linear ODE�

dv

dt
R�v� � � � or

dv

dt
B�v�v � g � ���
�
�

We introduce convergence acceleration� represented by a non�singular precondi�
tioning matrix M of the same size as the di	erence operator B� In practice� neither
M norM�� is normally formed� but an e�cient algorithm for the preconditioner solve
w �M��v is supplied�

In general� the matrix M�� could be diagonal or block�diagonal� representing
point preconditioners� or narrow block�banded� representing local preconditioners
where unknowns at a few neighboring grid points are coupled� Examples of such
preconditioners are local time�stepping� preconditioning of the system of PDE� see�
e�g�� �
��� and residual smoothing� see� e�g�� ���� �
�� The preconditioner solve may
also involve unknowns at many grid points at large relative distances in the grid� cor�
responding to that M�� is essentially a full matrix� Examples of preconditioners of
this type are the semicirculant approximations considered in this paper� and multigrid
preconditioners� Both these classes of preconditioners are based on properties of the
PDE ������ In the semicirculant preconditioner� a modi�ed PDE problem is solved us�
ing a fast direct solver� while in a multigrid preconditioner� the original PDE is solved
on coarser grids� In both cases� M is formed as an approximation of a di	erence
operator� Then� analysis for model problems and numerical experiments are used to
verify that M�� is a good approximation of the inverse of the di	erence operator� in
the sense that the convergence properties for the iterative method is improved�

A standard approach for computing v� is to integrate �
�
� in time until the
time derivative of v vanishes� In CFD codes for compressible �ow problems� non�
linear explicit Runge�Kutta iterations of the following form are often used for the
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time�marching� ����

v��� � vi

v��� � v��� � ��kM
���v����R�v����

���
v�s� � v��� � �skM

���v�s����R�v�s����

vi�� � v�s��

�
���

Here� k denotes the step in �pseudo��time� Normally� �s � � is chosen� resulting in a
consistent time�marching method� IfM�� � I � �
��� is then a time�accurate iteration�

The constants �l should be chosen such that kRn��k is reduced by the iteration�
The wave propagation property of the PDE implies that the spectrum of B�v� ap�
proaches the origin along the imaginary axis� If a preconditioner retaining the wave
propagation property is employed� the stability region for the Runge�Kutta method
should include a segment of the imaginary axis centered at the origin� A standard
scheme� often used in applications� is the three�stage method where �� � �� � ����
We will denote this method RK��

When M � I � the CFL stability criterion implies that the time step k has to
be of the same order as the smallest space step� For most problems� this leads to
that many evaluations of R�v� are required for convergence� resulting in very time�
consuming computations� To improve the convergence properties� the preconditioner
M is chosen such that the CFL time step criterion is less restrictive or possibly
completely removed� resulting in grid independent convergence� The probably most
popular convergence acceleration technique for the type of problems of interest here
is multigrid� see� e�g�� ���� and ����� Here� grid independent convergence is mainly
achieved by retaining the wave propagation property� but increasing the wave propa�
gation speed ����� However� even�though multigrid techniques often are very success�
ful� such methods contain many parameters and might be di�cult to tune� Multigrid
methods are also often quite sensitive to the amount and type of arti�cial viscosity in
the discretization� and rely on the possibility of constructing reasonable coarse grid
hierarchies� Hence� alternative techniques for convergence acceleration� e�g� based on
semicirculant approximations� are worth considering�

If the preconditioner could be chosen such that the wave propagation property is
not present in the preconditioned problem� possibly s � � could be employed without
an increase in the number of iterations� Analysis and the numerical experiments pre�
sented in Section � show that using a semicirculant approximation for preconditioning
leads to grid independent convergence� Furthermore� the results presented in Section
� show that the wave propagation property is removed from the preconditioned prob�
lem� and the smallest number of residual evaluations is achieved using s � �� i�e�� the
forward Euler method�

As the preconditioner M � we will employ a semicirculant approximation of either
B�v� or J�v�� where is the Jacobian matrix of R� Both choices are motivated by
noting that �
��� is related to two standard solution techniques for the steady state
problem �
���� First� assume that we linearize �
��� by setting M�� � M���vi� and
R�v� � B�vi�v � g� Then� �
��� is equivalent to solving �
��� using a preconditioned
�xed�point iteration�

M���vi�B�vi�vi�� �M���vi�g��
���

where the linear systems �
��� are solved using one step of the linearized version of
�
��� as an inner iteration� Also� assume that we again set M�� � M���vi�� but
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linearize �
��� by employing R�vi �v� � R�vi�  J�vi� � �v� Then� �
��� is equivalent
to solving �
��� using Newton�s method� i�e��

vi�� � vi �v��
���

where the update �v is computed by solving

M���vi�J�vi��v � �M���vi�R�vi���
���

again using one step of the linearized version of �
��� as the inner iteration�
In Section �� we will present numerical experiments where the type of explicit

schemes described above are employed� An alternative� often employed in �nite ele�
ments settings� is to use an implicit time�integration method� If the backward Euler
method is employed for the semi�discrete problem� this results in

vi�� � vi �v��
���

where �v is computed by solving

M���vi�JA�v
i��v � �M���vi�R�vi���
���

Here� preconditioning is introduced in �
���� and JA�v
i� � k��I  J�vi� is an aug�

mented Jacobian� Note that� In the limit k � �� this scheme reduces to Newton�s
method for the steady state problem �
���� The linear systems �
��� must normally
be solved using an inner iteration� If a stationary Krylov iteration of the type �
���
is employed� the relation to the explicit schemes described above is clear� Also� a
non�stationary scheme like restarted GMRES or mGMRES could be used� in all cases
the resulting method is what is normally referred to as a Newton�Krylov iteration�
Since the time�marching scheme is implicit� stability does normally not pose a restric�
tion on the time step k� To reduce the total number of residual evaluation� di	erent
strategies for choosing varying k are used ���� ��
�� Also� if an inner iterative scheme
is employed� a method for choosing the convergence criterion for these iterations must
be supplied�

�� Semicirculant approximations� In this section we brie�y review earlier
results for linear steady state problems� providing the basis for the study of non�
linear problems presented in this paper�

The semicirculant preconditioner M corresponds to the discretization of a modi�
�ed linear PDE problem� where the boundary conditions in one spatial direction are
altered to periodic� and where the coe�cients in the di	erence operator are constant
in this direction ��� ���� The preconditioning algorithm yields a fast direct solver for
the modi�ed PDE problem� Semicirculant preconditioners could also be constructed
within a more general framework� based on matrix approximation theory ���� �����

In ���� a linear hyperbolic model problem is considered� and analysis shows that
the number of iterations required is independent of the number of grid points� In ����
the following scalar model problem is considered�

�v

�x�


�v

�x�
� g������

The discretization is performed on a uniform grid on the unit square with n grid
points� The derivatives are approximated using standard second�order accurate cen�
tered di	erences� and second order arti�cial viscosity is added� The corresponding
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time�dependent problem�

�v

�t
M���Bv � g� � �����
�

is preconditioned using the semicirculant approximation of the di	erence approxima�
tion matrix B� The system of ODE ���
� is integrated using the forward Euler scheme�
resulting in

vi�� �
�
I � kM��B

�
vi  kM��g�

Let �� denote the eigenvalues of M
��B� A necessary condition for convergence is

j�� k��j � � � � � �� � � � � n������

In ���� the spectrum of M��B is analyzed� and analytic formulas for �� are derived�
Using these formulas� it is shown that the time step k is not limited by a CFL�criterion
of type k � O�h�� where h is the space step� In fact� k � � can be used� Further�
more� analysis shows that� if the grid has more grid points in the direction where
constant coe�cients and periodic boundary conditions are used in the preconditioner�
the arti�cial viscosity may be arbitrarily small� Also� some numerical experiments are
presented for the linearized Euler equations� showing that the same type of conver�
gence properties is also achieved for this system of linear hyperbolic PDE�

In ���� the linearized Navier�Stokes equations for steady state compressible �ow
over a �at plate is considered� and a model problem is analyzed� Here� the results
show that the convergence rate is independent of the space step and the viscosity
parameter� In ���� the scalar convection�di	usion equation is considered� and in ����
the fast convection�di	usion solver is employed in a scheme for the incompressible
Navier�Stokes equations�

�� The non�linear Euler equations� We consider the steady�state Euler equa�
tions

A��v�
�v

�x�
A��v�

�v

�x�
� �������

where v � ��� v�� v��
T � � is the density and v� and v� are the velocity components�

We assume isentropic �ow� implying that the pressure p is given by p � 	�� � Here�
we employ 	 � 
 and 
 � ���� The speed of sound is c �

p

	�����

The coe�cient matrices A��� are given by

A��v� �

�
�

v� � �
c��� v� �
� � v�

�
A

and

A��v� �

�
�

v� � �
� v� �

c��� � v�

�
A �

We consider sub�sonic �ow in a non�axisymmetric duct� see Figure ���� Here� the
boundary conditions are given by prescribing the in�going characteristics at the in�
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and out�ow boundaries� and setting the �ow perpendicular to the walls equal to zero�
i�e��

� v� � g� and v� � g� at in�ow boundary�
�� v� � g� at out�ow boundary�
�n � �v�� v�� � � at walls�

���
�

In the experiments we use g� � 
� g� � � and g� � ��

ρ v1+ g1=

v2 g2=

 ρ v1– g3=

n̂ v1 v2,( )⋅ 0=

n̂ v1 v2,( )⋅ 0=

Physical domain

Computational domain

ρ v1+ g1=

v2 g2=



ρ v1– g3=

n̂ v1 v2,( )⋅ 0=

n̂ v1 v2,( )⋅ 0=

Fig� ���� The physical and the computational domain�

The discretization is performed using centered di	erences on an orthogonal grid�
which simpli�es the implementation� However� note that the semicirculant precondi�
tioning technique is not limited to this situation� The discretization procedure is as
follows�

�� An orthogonal mapping is de�ned from the physical domain to the rectangular
computational domain� see Figure ����


� The equations are transformed from the physical to the computational do�
main�

�� The transformed equations are discretized on an m��m� uniform grid in the
computational domain� The derivatives are approximated using second order
centered �nite di	erences� and fourth�order arti�cial viscosity is added� For
application problems� a standard value for the arti�cial viscosity parameter
is 
� � ���
� For accuracy reasons� a smaller value for 
� would be preferred�
but this often leads to instability caused by oscillatory parasitic solutions�

�� The boundary conditions ���
� are used for the in�going characteristics� and
the outgoing characteristics are extrapolated� At walls� the tangential velocity
as well as the density are extrapolated� The boundary conditions are used to
eliminate the equations corresponding to boundary points�

�� Implementation� The computations involved in using the semicirculant pre�
conditioner can be separated into three phases� corresponding to three top�level rou�
tines which are called from the iterative solver�

�� Preconditioner construction� Computes the parameters describing the semi�
circulant preconditioner M �
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� Preconditioner factorization� Computes the LU�factors for the small systems
of equations in the factorization of M��� see below�

�� Preconditioner solve� Computes w � M��v using the factorization deter�
mined in phase 
�

Note that if the same preconditionerM is reused for more than one residual evaluation�
phases � and 
 only have to be performed when M is modi�ed�

The algorithms for the di	erent phases� including parallelization strategies� are
described in detail in ���� Below� we discuss implementation aspects in the context of
using the preconditioner in a code for solving a non�linear system of nc PDE on an
m� �m� grid� exempli�ed by the discretization of the Euler equations described in
Section �� For comparison� one evaluation of the residual R�v� requires approximately
�
� arithmetic operations per grid point for this problem�

Preconditioner construction� The preconditioner M is de�ned by a di	erence
approximation stencil with periodic boundary conditions in the x��direction and con�
stant coe�cients in the same direction� If there are nz non�zero coe�cients in the
stencil� M is determined by nzm� parameters� If these parameters are computed
by averaging the coe�cients in the stencil corresponding to a di	erence approxima�
tion matrix A� the resulting approximation M minimizes kM � AkF ����� For the
averaging� at most nz arithmetic operations per grid point are required�

A straight�forward way of constructing M is by computing the averages in the
x��direction for the stencils corresponding to B or J � However� it is also possible to
base the construction of M on a modi�ed stencil� For example� let B� correspond to
a discretization of the Euler equations where second order arti�cial viscosity replaces
the fourth order term used in B� Then� the di	erence stencil corresponding to B�

will be smaller than the one corresponding to B� see Figure ���� This will result in
that nz � ��� compared to nz � �� for B� Also� the smaller stencil for B� will result
in substantial reductions of the arithmetic complexities and memory requirements in
the preconditioner factorization and solve� see below�
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Fig� ���� The stencils corresponding to B �left� and B� �right� for the Euler equations�

It should be noted that in existing CFD codes using explicit time�marching� often
only a routine for computing R�v� is supplied� In codes using an implicit time�
marching scheme� a matrix�free implementation is often employed� Here� the action
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of the Jacobian is computed using numerical di	erentiation�

J�v�w �
R�v  �w� �R�v�

�
�

Hence� the entries of B�v� or J�v� may not be explicitly available� and some program�
ming e	ort might be required for determining the averages required for constructing
M �

Preconditioner factorization� The basis for the fast preconditioner solve is a fac�
torization of the form ���

M�� � Q���Q�������

Here� Q and Q� correspond to ncm� independent discrete Fourier transforms� and �
corresponds to m��
  � independent narrow�block�banded systems with block size
nc and ncm� unknowns� As remarked above� it is normally advantageous to factorize
these systems once and store the factors� For the Euler equations� the systems are
block�pentadiagonal if B or J is used for constructing M � and block�tridiagonal if B�

or J� is employed� Since nc � �� the block size is �� �� In Table ���� the arithmetic
complexity for the preconditioner factorization and memory requirement for storing
the factors are given�

Table ���

Arithmetic complexity and memory requirement for preconditioner factorization for the Euler
equations

M constructed from a�o� per grid point memory positions per grid point
B or J ��� �
B� or J� ��� 	�

Preconditioner solve� Employing the factorization ������ the preconditioner solve
is performed in three steps� For the Euler equations� these consists of

�� �m� independent FFTs of real data� length m��

� Back�substitution for m��
  � independent block�pentadiagonal or block�

tridiagonal systems of equations with �� � blocks and �m� unknowns�
�� �m� independent inverse FFTs of conjugate even data� length m��

In Table ��
� the arithmetic complexity for the preconditioner solve is given�

Table ���

Arithmetic complexity for preconditioner solve for the Euler equations

M constructed from a�o� per grid point
B or J 
� log

�
m� � �
	

B� or J� 
� log�m� � 	�

�� Numerical experiments� We present experiments where we solve the non�
linear Euler equations in the non�axisymmetric duct described in Section �� using the
type of explicit time�marching schemes described in Section 
� We have chosen to focus
on explicit schemes� but we have also employed the semicirculant preconditioning tech�
nique in the type of Newton�Krylov iterations based on implicit time�discretizations�
As remarked in Section 
� the two types of schemes are closely related� and in general
the convergence results are very similar�
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If not otherwise stated� the initial guess is given by � � �� v� � �� and v� � ��
We terminate the iterations when the residual has been reduced by a factor of ��	�
In Figure ���� �� v�� v� and c for the converged solution v� are shown� The Mach
number at the in�ow is approximately �����
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Fig� ���� The stationary �ow in a non�axisymmetric duct governed by the non�linear Euler
equations�

In the �rst experiment� we study iterations of the type �
��� where a semicirculant
approximations of J is employed for preconditioning� The arti�cial viscosity parame�
ter is chosen as 
� � ���
� In Table ���� the number of evaluations of M��R required
for convergence when using the forward Euler method is compared to the results for
the three�stage RK� scheme� Experiments show that for the preconditioned forward
Euler method� k � ��� yields the best performance for all problem sizes� For the
preconditioned RK� method� the same type of experiments show that k � ��� should
be used�

Table ���

A comparison between the RK� and the forward Euler schemes

m��� � 
� �	 �
Evaluations of M��R� forward Euler method � �
 � �

Evaluations of M��R� RK� method �� �� �� ��

The results in Table ��� show that the number of evaluations of the preconditioned
residual is almost constant for both iterative methods� Also� using the single stage
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forward Euler scheme is more e�cient than employing the standard RK� method� In
the sequel� the forward Euler method with k � ��� is used if not otherwise is stated�

In Figure ��
� the spectrum of the iteration matrix I � ��� �M���v��B�v�� is
shown for two di	erent grid sizes� The solid line shows the stability region for the
forward Euler iteration� The results in Table ��� and Figure ��
 show that the time
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Fig� ���� Spectra of the forward Euler iteration matrix for m��� � � and m��� � 
��

step k is not limited by a CFL�like criterion�

In Figure ���� the evolution of the density � is shown for a time�accurate iteration�
Here� the initial guess is given by a pulse close to the in�ow� In the �gure� the wave
propagation property of the problem is clearly seen� The pulse is propagated in the
�ow direction� while sound waves are re�ected back and forth between the walls�

0 50 100 150

Fig� ���� The density �� computed using the time�accurate RK� method� The pictures show the
state after �� ��� 	�� and 	�� iterations respectively�

In Figure ���� the same initial guess is chosen� but here the preconditioned for�
ward Euler method is employed� The �gure shows that there are basically no wave
propagation properties apparent in the preconditioned problem� The pulse does not
move� instead it is damped by the iteration�
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0 3 6 9

Fig� ���� The density �� computed using the preconditioned forward Euler method� The pictures
show the state after �� �� 
 and � iterations respectively�

Next� we in Tables ��
� ���� and ��� compare using the semicirculant approxima�
tion of B and J for preconditioning� Again� we employ fourth order arti�cial viscosity�
and examine the behavior for di	erent values of 
��

Table ���

Comparison of M � B and M � J� �� � 
��	

m��� � 
� �	 �
Evaluations of M��R� M � B �	 �� �� ��
Evaluations of M��R� M � J � �
 � �

Table ���

Comparison of M � B and M � J� �� � 
�
�	

m��� � 
� �	 �
Evaluations of M��R� M � B � �� � �
Evaluations of M��R� M � J 
 � �� �

Table ���

Comparison of M � B and M � J� �� � �

m��� � 
� �	 �
Evaluations of M��R� M � B �� �� �� ��
Evaluations of M��R� M � J div div div div

The results in Tables ��
 and ��� show that� for 
� � ���
 and 
� � ����
�� using
M � J yields slightly better performance than employing M � B� Also� it is clear
that the convergence rate is almost independent of 
�� As seen in Table ���� utilizing
M � B results in a convergent iteration even for 
� � �� In fact� the convergence is
slightly faster than for 
�  �� For 
� � �� the method usingM � J fails to converge�

Now we investigate the convergence properties when employing M � J� instead
of M � J � hereby reducing the arithmetic work and memory requirement� Here� the
parameter for the second order arti�cial viscosity used in J� is chosen as 
� � 
�� In
Table ���� results for 
��� � ���
 and 
��� � ����
� are shown�

Table ���

Performance for M � J�

m��� � 
� �	 �
Evaluations of M��R� ���� � 
��	 �  � �
Evaluations of M��R� ���� � 
�
�	 � � �	 �	
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By comparing the results in Table ��� to those in Tables ��
 and ���� we see
that for large problems� the number of evaluations of the preconditioned residual is
actually reduced when M � J� is used instead of M � J �

Finally� we instead of constructing and factorizingM in every iteration� introduce
an ad�hoc strategy for determining when to rebuild the preconditioner� Let �i �
kR�vi�k�kR�v��k� If �i  ���� M is rebuilt in every iteration� If ��� � �i � ����
M is rebuilt in every �fth iteration� and if ���� � �i � ��� M is rebuilt in every
���th iteration� Finally� if �i � ����� M is not rebuilt anymore� Introducing this
strategy and repeating all of the experiments in Table ���� we �nd that the number
of evaluations of M��R is not increased by more than at most one� while the number
of preconditioner rebuilds are reduced to �ve or six�

In Figure ���� we compare the arithmetic work for the unpreconditioned RK�
method to the preconditioned forward Euler scheme� where M � J� and the precon�
ditioner rebuild strategy described above is employed� Here� 
��� � ���
� and for the
unpreconditioned method� the time step is given by the CFL criterion�

k �
���

v��max

h��min


v��max

h��min

 cmax

q
h����max  h����max

�

Here� hd�min denotes the minimal space step in the d�direction etc� The arithmetic
work is given in residual evaluation equivalents� i�e�� it is normalized by the number
of arithmetic operations required for evaluating R�v�� The dashed line corresponds
to the RK� method� and the solid line represents the preconditioned forward Euler
scheme� From Figure ���� it is clear that the preconditioned forward Euler iteration is
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Fig� ���� Comparison of arithmetic work for the standard� unpreconditioned Runge�Kutta
method and the forward Euler method employing M � �J and the ad�hoc rebuild strategy�

a clear winner for all problem sizes� Also� the number of residual evaluation equiva�
lents required for computing a converged solution does not grow when the number of
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grid points is increased� For 
� � ����
�� the convergence for the unpreconditioned
method is so slow that it is not practical to compute a converged solution for large
number of grid points� Hence� a comparison of the type presented in Figure ��� is not
possible for this case�

�� Concluding remarks� In ��� and ���� analysis and experiments for linear�
scalar� steady state problems show that the semicirculant convergence acceleration
technique has favorable convergence properties� The numerical experiments presented
in Section � show that these properties are retained also for an example application�
where the non�linear Euler equations are solved in a non�axisymmetric duct� The
main result is that the time step k is not limited by a CFL�criterion� On the contrary�
k can be chosen independent of the space step� and experiments show that the work
per grid point required for computing a converged solution is bounded by a constant�
independent of the number of grid points�

The experiments also show that� when using the semicirculant preconditioning
scheme� the convergence rate is very insensitive to the amount and type of arti�cial
viscosity added to the discretization� For the �ow problem studied in Section �� it is
in fact possible to compute a solution for zero arti�cial viscosity in an e�cient way�

The analysis and the numerical experiments described above show that semi�
circulant preconditioning yields e�cient solution methods for some problems� To
determine if this also holds for realistic application problems� further experiments for
more complex �ow situations and geometries must be performed�

In the problem studied in Section �� the main direction of the �ow coincides with
the direction in which the coe�cients are averaged when constructing the precon�
ditioner� If the problem does not have a main �ow direction� e�g�� it represents a
situation with circulating �ow� it is probable that the technique will not be very suc�
cessful in the form described above� However� if the domain is divided into a number
of component grids forming a multi�block grid for the whole problem� the situation
may be di	erent� Possibly� there will now be a main �ow direction for each grid� and
semicirculant preconditioning could be used in a domain�decomposition framework�
In ��� and ����� a similar preconditioner is successfully used in this context�

The extension of the semicirculant preconditioning technique to problems in three
space dimensions is straightforward� In some situations� it may be possible get an ef�
�cient preconditioner by performing the averaging in two space directions� resulting
in a preconditioner solve which is very similar to the one described in Section �� but
where independent 
D FFTs are performed instead of one�dimensional transforms� If
the averaging procedure can be applied only in one direction� the systems of equa�
tions that have to be solved in phase 
 of the preconditioner solve will correspond to
problems in two space dimensions� Even though these systems will be much smaller
than the original system� it is not clear if it will be possible to solve them e�ciently
enough for the preconditioning technique to be competitive�
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